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30 Bulls

40 preg tested commercial heifers
15 cows & calves tested back in calf

HELMSMAN Sale on Auctions Plus
(online only)
4G and WiFi available on site

Friday 7th May 2021
Sale from 1:00 pm
Inspection from 10:00 am
Agents: Nutrien Livestock
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Lot 4 - Q018
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Michael & Cheryl Rutherford
2145 Mid West Hwy, Bathurst , 2795
(22km from Bathurst on Blayney Rd)
Phone 0437 685 837
mcrutherford1@bigpond.com
www.stanfordpollherefords.com.au
(more photos and video on website)

Auctions Plus Helmsman sale
30 bulls
40 heifers PTIC
15 cows PTIC and calves
inspection prior to sale day encouraged

All bulls never fed grain or pellets
All bulls vaccinated with 7 in 1
Pestivirus free herd by vaccination
Bulls delivered free locally
No bulls were assisted at birth
No foot trimming
See our written guarantee on pages 10-11

Agents, Nutrien Livestock (Landmark)
Bill Gilbert 0407 440563
Markus Schembri 0429 032906
Paul Glynn 0428 168638
David Gardiner 0417 229690
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Hello Breeders
Our plunge into online selling last year, due to Covid 19,
proved successful for both buyer and seller and so we
will continue that way.
Most people inspected the stock prior to sale day, and
indeed only one buyer attended on the day ( it was truly
terrible weather ), but that was the way it had to be last
year.
Inspection of bulls and females prior to sale day can be
arranged if necessary, however unlike last year, it would
be nice to see some of you on sale day if you can.
If you are not familiar with Auctions Plus you can either;
a)
Arrange to bid through any Nutrien or other
stock agent. Nutrien will be in attendance.
b)

Register with Auctions Plus, complete the short
online buyer induction ( you will not be able
to bid until you do ), log on using your phone,
tablet or computer, from anywhere you have a
reliable connection, and bid online.

If you choose the latter I suggest you register well prior
to the sale and log onto some previous sales in order to
become familiar with the process. The kids or grandkids
will be useful here.
Reliable 4G phone and WIFI connection has been
installed on site.
It is interesting to see that, finally, some in the industry,
mostly commercial breeders and even some of the boffins
at Breedplan, are beginning to question the mature
size of cows , and even sheep, these days. As many
stud breeders, many of whom don’t run a commercial
operation, continue to chase the “top” EBV’s for every
trait imaginable it might be wise to pause and ask if these
animals are really more profitable in the paddock, or do
they just give you pride of place in the EBV race.
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When the chips have been down, as they have been more
often than not in the past 30 years, it is fertility and
stocking rate that have driven profitability, the two areas
where high growth high milk cattle fail the most. As I
said last year, that during the drought years, for the most
part , our earlier maturing (read lower growth) cows and
heifers have joined earlier and at lower weights, than
their later maturing counterparts, and less of them have
been on the truck after preg testing.!! And before you
write us off as having no growth in our cattle, we do in
fact have some later maturing types, because some of our
clients want them. Unlike a straight commercial herd,
a stud needs a range of types to suit different areas and
clients. Our bulls are working from the high altitude and
rainfall tablelands to the station country of far south west
QLD.
The moral of the story? ALWAYS question what you are
told is best for you, and make up your own mind.
There are many traits of importance in cattle breeding for
which no EBV’s are available. Conformation or structure
will affect the longevity of both bulls and females in
your breeding herd, as will udder and teat structure.
Constitution and overall muscling also go unreported.
Some say coat type or colour and eye pigment make no
difference, but I know we, and most of you , will have
found otherwise.
So, are Herefords the best kept secret in the beef
industry? I certainly believe so. We now have a full
generation of cattle breeders who have never witnessed
the unrivalled fertility, temperament, and doing ability of
Hereford cattle.
Keep an eye on those goal posts. They keep moving.
Best regards
Michael Rutherford
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SALE ARRANGEMENTS
Auctions Plus Helmsman Sale 1:00 pm, Inspection
from 10:00 am on sale day or prior to sale day by
arrangement.
A rebate of 2% for bulls and 1% for heifers to outside
agents introducing buyers prior to the sale and settling
within seven days.
Supplementary sheet will be available on sale day.
HELMSMAN SALE Online only
AUCTIONS PLUS terms and conditions apply
www.auctionsplus.com.au
1. All lots are on the market simultaneously.
2. You may bid on any lot or lots at any time during
the sale.
3. Each lot will have a starting price and bidding will
commence at that price.
4. Bids for bulls will be $250 and heifers $25
THE BENEFITS
1. You have more time to consider your bids. You can
bid on any lot at any time, no pressure to make that
instant decision.
2. You have time to reassess during the sale. If your
1st choice goes beyond your budget, you still have
access to any other lot.

Bulls and Females will be yarded on property from
10:00 am
Bidding will be online only
Nutrien Livestock will be in attendance
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STANFORD POLL HEREFORDS
The Rutherford and previously Gardiner families have
bred registered Poll Hereford cattle since 1957. The
Stanford prefix was established in 1974 with a base of
Hopetoun and Sandalwood females. The Stanford and
Hopetoun Studs were merged in the mid 1980’s.Genetics
to have a significant influence since then have come
from Wyregal, South Bukalong, Boonah, Wynella, Croft
Ambrey, Lachlan Dale, Llandillo, Billillingra, Rotherfield
and Oldfield, Wirruna and NZ bloodlines.
The herd has been performance recorded with breedplan
since 1985 with the early adoption of ultra sound scanning.
Our herd was awarded a Certificate of Excellence in the
NSW Seedstock Producer of the Year competition both
times that we participated.
Today we run over 250 stud and 250 commercial breeders.
We breed cattle entirely for their commercial attributes.
We do not show them as we prefer to focus on productive
traits. We have been calving our heifers at 2 years of age
for many years and any female not joining in 9 weeks or
requiring assistance is culled. Our cattle are selected for
fertility, calving ease, structural soundness, performance
and market suitability and have generations of inbuilt
productivity. Most of our fat cattle are sold over the hook
or direct to feedlots.
All calves are weighed at birth, weaning, yearling and
again at 18 months. They are also scanned for fat depth,
eye muscle area, and intramuscular fat percentage. All
bulls are measured for scrotal size as yearlings and again
before sale.
Although most calves are sired naturally, we have a well
established annual A.I. program to trial new bloodlines.
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SUCCESS WITH STEERS
Steers from Stanford have performed well above average in
the Australian National Field Days Steer Trial comprising
both grass and grain feeding. Over three trials our steers
have been awarded prizes for 1st , 2nd and 3rd place pen
of three carcasses and 1st, 2nd and 4th place for weight
gain on grain. Importantly these results were achieved
against all breeds and their crosses. Consistency counts.

FERTILITY AND STRUCTURAL SOUNDNESS
This should be your most important consideration when
selecting bulls. Our sale bulls have been inspected by
Blayney Veterinary clinic. This included feet, legs, eyes,
jaws, testes, sheath, and penis. A service test has not been
included this year as time has not allowed, however we, of
course, still guarantee them capable of doing the job.
Our bulls are entirely pasture reared as this has proven
to extend working life in your herd by up to two years
over grain fed bulls, according to work done by Dr Mike
Blockey. We believe that your grass fed bulls shouldn’t
reach maximum mature weight before four years of age.
If your bull only weighs 700kg at 2 years, relax, as long
as he is fit and healthy you are well on the way to owning
a very profitable bull as he is likely to last longer than a
heavier bull.

POLL / HORN STATUS
The Sale bulls have been DNA tested for Poll/Horn status.
Bulls with (PP) in the lot heading are PURE POLL. Bulls
with (P) or (S) are heterozygus poll.
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BREEDPLAN EBV’s
Group Breedplan provides the most accurate reports on
production traits available to the industry. In fact, Group
Breedplan is the only valid method for comparing cattle
from different herds for growth, milk and carcass traits.
The practice of comparing actual weights or carcass scans
of animals from different herds is meaningless as most
of the differences will be caused by factors such as type
of country, climate, stocking rate and feeding regimes.
Group Breedplan can save you heaps by identifying the
actual genetic growth potential in grass fed bulls. The
assessment of an animals genetic make up is expressed
as an Estimated Breeding Value or EBV measured in Kg
liveweight. It is based on an animals own comparative
performance plus that of its relatives, while taking into
account environmental effects. The figures shown here
can be directly compared with those of other participating
Poll Hereford Group Breedplan herds.
CALVING EASE EBV’s are based on birth weight and
calving ease recorded at birth. They will range from about
-10 to +10 with the more positive EBV ‘s indicating easier
calving. Use these when selecting heifer bulls.
BIRTH WEIGHT EBV’s may be used to advantage in
reducing calving problems in your heifers; the lower figures
being more desirable. These should be used in association
with such physical characteristics as smooth shoulders and
finer bone. Ask us about Heifer bulls, a percentage of our
bulls are now bred specifically for heifer joining, and we
can advise you on the most likely prospects.
MILK Breedplan is able to split pre weaning performance
into growth and milk genes. The EBV for milk in a bull
represents the potential for him to pass on milking ability
to his daughters. More milk in your cows can help you
produce heavier, sappier vealers or reach market weight
sooner. Too much milk however, can lead to more dry
cows in a bad year, higher rates of udder breakdown in a
good year, and more grass tetany problems.
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GROWTH 200, 400 & 600 day growth EBV’s are a
measure of an animals inherent ability to grow to weaning,
yearling and older weights, providing feed is available.
More growth can help you reach target weights sooner or
sell heavier cattle at the same age, however you may also
find them harder to finish at younger ages. Larger breeding
cows also require more feed than more moderate cows.
CARCASS
Rump fat EBV’s expressed in mm, and eye muscle area
EBV’s expressed in square cm are derived from ultrasound
scanning conducted on all yearlings. Visual muscle score
will also prove useful. More muscular carcases with the
right amount of fat cover achieve significant premiums in
the market place, currently about 20 cents / kg for each
increase of one visual muscle score. Note, visual muscle
score is a better indicator of carcass yield than EBV’s.
IMF (Intramuscular Fat) % EBV is the estimate of the
genetic difference in the percentage of IMF at the 12/13th
rib on a 300kg carcass - more positive values would be
favourable for the Japanese market, and for meat quality
in general.
AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE ABOUT GROWTH
On most properties with standard or higher stocking rates
the main limiting factor for cattle growth rates is either feed
availability ( usually autumn and winter ) or feed quality
( summer and autumn ) , assuming parasites have been
controlled. This leaves only 3 to 4 months of each year
when cattle can grow to their potential. For the remaining
8 months of each year they can only grow as fast as the
limited quantity / quality of feed will allow – No matter
what their potential growth rate is.
You will also find that the greater the gap between their
potential growth rate and that allowed by the limited
quantity / quality of feed, then the leaner the animal will
become when put under stress such as calf rearing / cold
winters etc.
This has serious implications for your breeding herd which
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on most farms will consume 70 to 80 % of feed grown
for the cattle enterprise. If the growth potential of your
herd exceeds the feed base provided to it by too much then
leanness becomes a problem for 8 months of the year
and herd fertility will suffer. The effect will be greatest
on your heifers calving at 2 years.
You then have two choices
1. Reduce your stocking rate substantially. (ouch.) or
2. Try to match the cattle more closely to the environment.
Let’s face it ; to be serious in cattle breeding these days
you really have to be calving at 2 years in spring and you
have to be thinking in terms of Kg / Ha , not Kg / head.
If you think you can identify with this message then you
will realize that bigger is not necessarily better when
it comes to growth EBV’s. There are no free lunches,
bigger cattle need more feed.
Before Breedplan we used to call it constitution or
doing ability or in another way, early / late maturity
patterns. What is the point in having 700 kg steers that
still aren’t finished. Their sisters will really struggle as
they won’t carry enough fat.
In our commercial operation we find that all the higher
priced markets available to us can be adequately supplied
using moderate growth bulls whilst also keeping cow size
sensible.

Breed avg. EBVs for 2019 Born Calves
EBV

CE

BW

+2.1

+4.1

SSR: $130

200g

400G

600G

Milk

+33

+55

+78

+17

NSR: $116

SS

EMA

Rump

IMF

+2.1

+3.6

+0.8

+0.5

SBM: $131
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NBT: $96

YOUR GUARANTEE
NOW COMES IN TWO PARTS

PART 1
Fertility
(valid for 12 months following purchase)
We guarantee that our bulls are capable (excluding injury
or disease occurring after purchase , and assuming you
have kept him in good working condition ) of achieving
conception rates of 90% (85% for autumn and early winter
calving herds) when mated to their potential for ten weeks,
providing your cows are healthy and cycling. If your
bull does not produce the expected number of calves or
pregnancies as a result of the failure of his own fertility
(Vet. certificate required), we will:
•
•

replace him with a bull of equal value at no charge.
Give you a credit to the tune of $50 for each empty
cow (up to the guaranteed level).
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PART 2
Structural soundness
(valid for 2 years following purchase)
The average working life of a bull in south eastern
Australia is three years. While we make every endeavor
to ensure that all bulls sold are sound, it is often difficult
to foresee how a young bulls feet, hips etc. will perform in
the years ahead.
We are prepared to guarantee that you will get at least the
average three seasons from our bulls and it works like this:
Assuming your bull completes his first mating successfully,
but presents in an unsound condition for his 2nd (due to
feet, leg or hip problems not caused by injury or disease)
we will provide you with a bull of equal value at a 60%
discount. If at the end of 2 years your bull, having
completed 2 successful matings, presents in an unsound
condition prior to his 3rd mating, we will provide you with
a bull of equal value at a 30% discount, thus ensuring that
you receive the full value of your original purchase.

Remember, if for any reason you are disappointed with
your purchase, please let us know, and we will do our
best to help. With this type of feedback, you can help
us to produce a better article
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Muscle Score B-

Muscle Score C+
Not for heifers
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100/095

Muscle Score B-

Muscle Score B-
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Muscle Score C+

Muscle Score C+
Highest IMF scan in group
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Lot 6 - Q025

Lot 7 - Q027

Lot 9 - Q039
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Lot 10 -Q041

Lot 11 - Q045

Lot 12 - Q049
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Lot 14 - Q060

Lot 15 - Q083

Lot 17 - Q096
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Lot19 - Q101

Lot 21 - Q106

Lot 23 - Q110
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Muscle Score C+
equal 2nd highest IMF scan

Muscle Score C+
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95/95

Muscle Score C+

Muscle Score Bspecialist heifer bull
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Muscle Score Bequal 2nd highest IMF scan

Muscle Score C+
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Muscle Score B-

Muscle Score C+
specialist heifer bull
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(S)

Muscle Score B

90/100

Muscle Score C
specialist heifer bull
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Muscle Score C+

Muscle Score C+
suitable for heifers
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Muscle Score C

70/95

Muscle Score C+
specialist heifer bull
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Muscle Score C+
not for heifers

Muscle Score C+
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Muscle Score Bused on stud heifers last spring

Muscle Score C+
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Muscle Score C+

Muscle Score Bspecialist heifer bull
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Muscle Score B-

Muscle Score C+
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Muscle Score B-

specialist heifer bull
used on stud heifers last spring

Muscle Score C
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Lot 31,

10 Commercial heifers PTIC to calve 2nd week of
August to 1st week of Oct.

Lot 32

10 Commercial heifers PTIC to calve 2nd week of
August to 1st week of Oct.

Lot 33

10 Commercial heifers PTIC to calve 2nd week of
August to 1st week of Oct.

Lot 34

10 Commercial heifers PTIC to calve 2nd week of
August to 1st week of Oct.

Lot 35

5 Cows and calves December drop, PTIC to calve
from late Sep to early Dec

Lot 36

5 Cows and calves December drop, PTIC to calve
from late Sep to early Dec

Lot 37

5 Cows and calves December drop, PTIC to calve
from late Sep to early Dec

Cows are predominately 1st calvers
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Directions to

STANFORD
POLL HEREFORDS

Notes
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Lot 24 - Q119

Lot 27 - Q142

Lot 29 - Q167
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Sender:
Stanford Poll Herefords
“Stanford” 2145 Mid Western Hwy
Bathurst, 2795
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